Coca-Cola Bottlers Japan Inc. (Headquarters in Minato-ku, Tokyo; Representative Director & President Calin Dragan) will set up a vending machine with the specs of the mobile suit from "Mobile Suit Gundam" for the period from Tuesday, October 1 to Tuesday, October 15 in Grand Dome on the first floor of Fuji Grand Matsuyama (located at 1-2-1 Miyanishi, Matsuyama-shi, Ehime; President and COO: Hiroshi Yamaguchi).

The vending machine with the Gundam specs, which had been designed in the special collaboration of "Georgia Emerald Mountain Blend" celebrating its 25th anniversary since its release and the "Mobile Suit Gundam" celebrating its 40th anniversary since the broadcast of the TV animation started, not only sells the collab design cans of "Emerald Mountain Blend" x "Mobile Suit Gundam", but also sounds original voices created in collaboration with the famous words by the animation characters of Amuro and Char recorded specially for the vending machine when customers buy a product from the machine. The original sound includes "This is great! (the original line: This moves!)") and "Now, show me the performance of what is called the Emerald Mountain beans.(the original line: Now, show me the performance of what is called the mobile suits of the federal troops)"

There are 10 types of original voices in total, composed of five Amuro's and five Char's.